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Abstract. Algorithms that involve matrix factorization have been the object of intense study in the recent years,
generating a wide range of techniques and applications for a plethora of diverse problems. Given an input data matrix X,
the simplest matrix factorization problem can be defined as the task to find matrices F and G, usually of low rank, such
that X ≈ FG. We consider two different variations of the matrix factorization problem, the Semi-Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization, which requires the matrix G to be nonnegative, and the Weighted Semi-Nonnegative Matrix Factorization,
which deals additionaly with cases where the input data (X) has missing or uncertain values. The current article aims
to compare different algorithms and strategies to solve these problems, focusing on two main strategies: Constrained
Alternating Least Squares and Multiplicative Updates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Search And Retrieval]: Clustering; I.5.3 [Clustering]:
Algorithms

Keywords: nmf, matrix factoriztion

1. INTRODUCTION

Matrix Factorization is an important tool in a variety of practical applications. A wide range of
algorithms involving matrix factorization have been developed to solve linear systems, clusterization
and statistical data analysis, among others [Ding et al. 2010]. Given an input data matrix X of
dimensions mxn , the simplest factorization problem consists of finding F and G, of dimensions mxk
and kxn respectively, that minimizes the Eq. 1, where ‖.‖ denotes the frobenius norm.

min
F,G
‖(X − FGT )‖ (1)

The case which F and G do not have constraints and may contain negative values, but where k is
lower than the rank of the matrix X it is known as Low Rank Approximation in the literature, and
the optimal solution can be obtained through Truncated Singular Value Decomposition [Tropp 2004].
When the data set (X) and the factors (F and G) must be strictly nonnegative, the problem is called
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) (sometimes also called NNMA Nonnegative Matrix Approx-
imation). In [Ding et al. 2010], the authors propose some variations to the NMF problem, applying
different constraints. Among them, we are interested in a particular one which was denominated
Semi-NMF. In this formulation, the input data matrix X as well as the matrix F are unconstrained,
but the rightmost matrix G must be nonnegative, as shown in Eq. 2.

min
F,G
‖X − FGT ‖, G ≥ 0 (2) min

F,G
‖W � (X − FGT )‖ (3)
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One of the motivations for the Semi-NMF formulation lies on the fact that a clusterization problem
can be described in the form of a matrix factorization X = FGT in which X is the data matrix, F
contains the cluster centroids and G contains the cluster membership indicators. Despite the fact that
F may typically contain positive and negative data values, G is nonnegative [Ding et al. 2010].

When one has to deal with situations involving some missing or uncertain input data, one can
reformulate the minimization in Eq. 1, adding a weight matrix Wmxn whose values are 1 when the
corresponding element in X is present and 0 when it is missing. The resulting minimization problem
can be visualized in the Eq. 3. The symbol ‘�’ represents an element-wise multiplication. In this way,
the values of (X−FGT ) in which the respective element of W is 0 is not considered in the calculation
of the error. It is possible also to introduce weights relative to some noise estimate of the input data
measured, making the weights inversely proportional to this presumed noise, thus being able to deal
with not only missing data but also uncertain data. This can lead to a better reconstruction of the
internal data structure [Srebro and Jaakkola 2003b].

A variation of the matrix factorization problem which has been so far scarcely studied is the combi-
nation of the non-negativity constraint on the rightmost matrix G Semi-NMF, with the addition of a
weight matrix W to account for missing or uncertain data, as showed in Eq. 4, from now on referred
as Weighted Semi-Nonnegative Matrix Factorization or WSNMF. If SNMF is related to clustering,
WSNMF is related to clustering with missing or uncertain data.

min
F,G
‖W � (X − FGT )‖, G ≥ 0 (4)

sparseness(x) =
√
n− (

∑
|xi|)/

√∑
x2i√

n− 1
(5)

Sparsity is a desired feature for clustering problems, since each vector of G is supposed to define the
degree of pertinence of an element in a determined cluster. We use the Hoyer measure [Hoyer 2004],
described in Eq.5 for measuring sparseness of the matrix G. A vector has maximum sparsity if and
only if x contains only one non-empty element, and minimum when all the components are the same.
The mean sparsity of all column vectors of matrix G is the sparsity measure of G.

In this article we compare different approaches to solving the SNMF and WSNMF problem, measur-
ing time, error, and sparsity of the matrix G in an artificial dataset. We propose variants of algorithms
for solving WSNMF and SNMF using a Constrained Alternating Least Squares approach, which we
compare with Multiplicative Update approaches for solving SNMF and WSNMF.

1.1 Multiplicative Updates

Generally speaking, there are many methods for the resolution of matrix factorization problems. The
most popular of them is the multiplicative update, proposed by Lee and Seung [Seung and Lee 2001]
for the NMF problem formulated in Eq. 6.

min
F,G
‖(X − FGT )‖ subject to X, F,G ≥ 0 (6)

An additive update algorithm, such as the well-known gradient descent, would have the update rule
for G shown in Eq. 7, where δ is the size of the step for each update, and J(F,G) is the objective
function. The method proposed by Lee and Seung is such that the step δ is rescaled in each iteration,
as shown in Eq. 8. Thus, the update rule for G can be described as a multiplicative update as shown
in Eq. 9. The same done for F results in a multiplicative update rule for F (Eq. 10).
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GT ← GT + δ[
∂J

∂G
] (7) δ =

GT

FTFGT
(8)

GT ← GT
FTX

FTFGT
(9) F ← F

XG

FGTG
(10)

The main advantage of the multiplicative update rule is its simplicity of implementation, but there
may be some more efficient algorithms. In [Lin 2007], the author studies in detail the utilization of
projected gradients, a bound-constrained gradient descent method for Alternating Nonnegative Least
Squares and concludes that the multiplicative update method has a low cost per iteration, but the
convergence is often slow, demanding a large number of iterations. The projected gradients technique,
in contrast, converges faster, but the cost per iteration is higher.

1.2 Constrained Alternating Least Squares

The multiplicative update can be considered a special case of a more general approach called block
coordinate descent, which consists of alternately fixing one block (matrix) and improving the other
[Lin 2007]. Instead of alternately improving each matrix, we can on each iteration find the best point,
such as in the Alternating Nonnegative Least Squares (ANLS) [Paatero and Tapper 2006] for NMF.

When the objective function is constrained (such as in NMF where both F and G must be nonnega-
tive and SNMF and WSNMF where G must be nonnegative), one alternative is to use the Alternating
Least Squares (ALS) scheme with bound-constrained gradient descent methods. Such a method is
summarized as follows: Given a vector x, an objective function f(x) and a vector of lower and upper
bounds l and u, we minimize f(x) subject to li ≤ xi ≤ ui. For each step of the gradient descent, it
guarantees that the solution remains within the lower and upper bounds. Algorithm 1 shows the
general form of a Constrained Alternating Least Squares algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Constrained Alternating Least Squares
1: Fix G and find F that minimizes J(F,G) subject to constraints.
2: Fix F and find G that minimizes J(F,G) subject to constraints.
3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 a fixed number of times or until the variation of the error norm is less than a tolerance value.

Since for SNMF and WSNMF, we have constraints only from matrix G, we have the following
variation on Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Constrained Alternating Least Squares for SNMF and WSNMF
1: Fix G and find F that minimizes J(F,G).
2: Fix F and find G that minimizes J(F,G) subject to G ≥ 0.
3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 a fixed number of times or until the variation of the error norm is less than a tolerance value.

SNMF and WSNMF differ only by the objective function J(F,G). SNMF objective function is Eq.
11 and WSNMF’s is Eq. 12.

J(F,G) = ‖X − FGT ‖ (11) J(F,G) = ‖W � (X − FGT )‖ (12)
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2. METHODOLOGY

We study a range of variations of algorithms that use constrained Alternating Least Squares technique
and compare them with the multiplicative update algorithm, in the case of Semi-NMF (Eq. 2) and
Weighted Semi-NMF (Eq. 4).

2.1 Semi-NMF Algorithms

J(F,G) = ‖X−FGT ‖ is the objective function of the SNMF problem. Deriving partially for F we get
Eq. 13. For the first step, we must find F such as δJ

δF = 0. Solving this equation gives the analytical
solution in Eq. 14. We can use either the analytical solution for step 1 or a gradient descent approach,
using Eq. 13 as the gradient function. Preliminary studies showed that if the analytical function is
too costly to compute, it may not perform so well as the gradient descent, therefore justifying the
comparison between them.

δJ

δF
= FGTG−XG (13)

F = XG(GTG)−1 (14)

For the second step, we have that δJ
δG = FTFGT − FTX. We can find an analytical when solving

δJ
δG = 0 for G, but we also have to worry about the contraints of G. Because of this, and also to keep
the symmetry between SNMF and WSNMF comparisons, we choose not to use the analytical solution
for G.

We implement three different algorithms for solving SNMF using constrained Alternating Least
Squares. They use different bound-constrained gradient descent approaches from the Python Scipy
optimization library. We then compare them against each other and the multiplicative update algo-
rithm from the Python Matrix Factorization Module (PyMF), which we call M-SNMF (Multiplicative
Update SNMF). The algorithms implemented for SNMF are the following:

—TNC: uses the Truncated Newton Conjugated Gradient (TNC) for both sides of the minimization
problem (step 1 and step 2). It is a constrained optimization method. On step 1, we run TNC
without any constraints and on step 2 we run it with non-negativity constraint. The Truncated
Newton Conjugated Gradient is similar to the unconstrained Newton Conjugated Gradient, but
never takes a step size large enough to leave the space of possible values.

—L-BFGS-B: is a variant of the L-BFGS (Limited Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) that
handles simple box constraints [Byrd et al. 1995]. We apply unconstrained L-BFGS-B to both sides
of the minimization problem. As with the TNC case, we apply L-BFGS-B unconstrained on step
1 and constrained L-BFGS-B on step 2.

—Analytical: takes advantage of the fact that the problem of minimizing F with G fixed has an
analytical solution. We can then use this solution to solve the step 1 of the alternating least squares
algorithm. For step 2, we use the L-BFGS-B gradient descent.

2.2 Weighted Semi-NMF Algorithms

The objective function for WSNMF is J(F,G) = ‖W � (X − FGT )‖. Deriving it partially for F we
get Eq. 15. For the first step, we must find F such as ∂J

∂F = 0. As pointed in [Srebro and Jaakkola
2003a], this equation has an analytical solution, given by Eq. 16, where Wi is the diagonal matrix
formed by the ith row of W and Xi and Fi are column vectors formed by the ith row of the matrix
X and F , respectively.
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∂J

∂F
= 2(W � (FGT −X)) (15)

Fi = (GTWiG)
−1GTWiXi (16)

For step 1, we can use the analytical solution given in Eq.16 or use gradient descent on F . For
the second step, we have that ∂J

∂G = 2(WT � (GFT − XT )). However, this equation does not give
an analytical solution. We can use well-known techniques of gradient descent to find a local optimal
solution.

As in the SNMF problem, we implement TNC, L-BFGS-B and Analytical solutions for SNMF.
We then compare them against each other and the multiplicative update solution for WSNMF (M-
WSNMF) proposed in [Mo and Draper 2012].

2.3 Initialization

It is well known that most matrix factorization algorithms are very sensitive to initialization [Albright
et al. 2006]. Since the problem is often non-convex, the starting point influences whether the algorithm
will reach better or worse local minima.

Therefore, we test several different initialization methods: Random, Random Col, SVD Centroid,
K-Means and Fuzzy C-Means.

Except for the random initialization, all the other methods tested take into account the input data
matrix. In the case where there are missing data, we imputate the missing values using the mean of
the values not missing in the column.

—Random: is a very common and simple form of initialization. It consists of setting the matrices
elements to random values from a continuous uniform distribution from 0 to 1. It is low-cost, but
tend to produce poorer results than the other initialization methods.

—Random col: Initializes the leftside matrix F to random columns sampled randomly from the
input data matrix [Albright et al. 2006]. The presumption is that the input data matrix points give
a good estimation for the cluster centroids, if we understand the problem as a clustering problem.

—SVD Centroid: uses the output from a Truncated SVD Decomposition initializing F and G with
the respective rank-k decompositions of the input data matrix.

—K-Means: consists of running K-Means clustering on the input data matrix. The centroids found
by K-Means are assigned to matrix F and the cluster membership matrix to the matrix G.

—Fuzzy C-Means: is analogous to K-Means, the difference being that Fuzzy C-Means produces soft
clusters while K-Means produces hard clusters.

2.4 Test cases

We run several tests varying the input data size, the proportion of missing data and the rank of the
resulting matrices. The variables and their possible values were the following: Input Width (50, 100,
200), Input Height (40, 120, 200), Rank (2, 10, 20), Weight (1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1). The permutation of
the variables’ values gives a total of 135 test cases for the weighted cases and 27 for the non-weighted
cases. For each test case, we measure for each algorithm the overall time, the value of the error and
the sparsity of the matrix G.

Given a rank k, we generate the input matrix Xmxn by multiplying two random matrix Fmxk and
Gkxn, sampling each entry from an uniform distribution from −1 to 1.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Initialization Results

On each test case, the algorithms were ranked from 0 to n − 1 integer values; 0 for the algorithm
showing the best result and n − 1 for the worst, n being the number of different algorithms on the
test. This was done individually for each measure (Error, Time and Sparsity). On table I through
IV we present the results from the initialization tests. Table The time measured was the time of
execution of each algorithm without initialization. That is relevant because sometimes initialization
provides a better starting point and reduces the amount of work necessary to reach a local minima.
We have also found that taking initialization time into account does not significantly change the time
rankings of each algorithm.

Initialization Error Rank Time Rank Sparsity Rank
Fuzzy C-Means 1.96 1.44 3.90
Random col 0.56 2.3 2.42
SVD Centroid 3.94 3.84 0.07

Random 0.67 2.26 2.65
K-Means 2.87 0.16 0.96

Table I. Comparison between different initialization methods for M-SNMF

Initialization Error Rank Time Rank Sparsity Rank
Fuzzy C-Means 2.42 3.93 3.87
Random col 1.2 1.0 2.02
SVD Centroid 2.51 2.0 1.16

Random 1.57 0 2.09
K-Means 2.3 3.07 0.86

Table II. Comparison between different initialization methods for SNMF

Initialization Error Rank Time Rank Sparsity Rank
Fuzzy C-Means 2.55 3.12 1.65
Random col 3.33 1.47 3.13
SVD Centroid 0.79 1.24 2.05

Random 2.79 2.03 2.1
K-Means 0.53 2.13 1.07

Table III. Comparison between different initialization methods for WSNMF

3.2 Algorithm Comparison Results

Based on the initialization test results, we decided the best performing initialization for each algorithm
group. We took the error rank as the decisive factor when choosing an initialization method over
another. Therefore, we chose Random Acol for SNMF and K-Means for WSNMF.

As in the initialization tests, we measure the mean error, mean time and mean sparsity from all
the test runs and show the mean ranks obtained by each algorithm. We measured the time including
initialization time and excluding initialization time, but since we ended up using the same initialization
for each test group, the initialization did not affect the time rank. The rankings are shown on Table
V and VI.
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Initialization Error Rank Time Rank Sparsity Rank
Fuzzy C-Means 2.13 2.90 2.54
Random col 3.6 0.14 3.76
SVD Centroid 2.24 2.61 1.73

Random 1.55 2.81 1.74
K-Means 0.47 1.53 0.23

Table IV. Comparison between different initialization methods for M-WSNMF

Algorithm Error Rank Time Rank Sparsity Rank
Analytical 1.33 0.59 1.07

TNC 1.67 2.85 1.89
L-BFGS-B 1.63 1.59 1.70
M-SNMF 1.37 0.96 1.67

Table V. Mean rank comparison between all algorithms solving SNMF

Algorithm Error Rank Time Rank Sparsity Rank
Analytical 0.49 2.10 0.51

TNC 0.60 2.89 0.69
L-BFGS-B 2.40 0.92 2.05
M-WSNMF 2.51 0.09 2.75

Table VI. Mean rank comparison between all algorithms solving WSNMF

4. CONCLUSION

We can draw several conclusions from the test results. Concerning SNMF, we found the analytical
solution to be the clear winner, outperforming the other alternatives on all measured criteria. This
result goes against the literature on the subject, which widely uses multiplicative updates for solving
SNMF. We must point out that our results are based on small to medium size matrices (up to 40000
elements) and it may be the case that the multiplicative update procedure performs better for larger
matrices. Also we determined that Random col (selecting random columns from the X matrix) is
generally the best initialization procedure for the F matrix.

On the WSNMF case, we got mixed results. The analytical solution yields the smallest overall
error and sparsity, but had the second worst time. The reason is likely the high computational cost
of calculating the analytical solution on each iteration. The weights add much more complexity to
the WSNMF analytical solution in comparison with the much simpler SNMF formulation. The M-
WSNMF solution had the lowest running time, but performed poorly. L-BFGS-B was shown to be
a good compromise between error minimization and time. K-means seems to be a good choice of
initialization.

This empirical study suggests that for WSNMF applications in which time is not essential, con-
strained Alternating Least Squares methods should be more appropriate to be used over Multiplicative
Update algorithms. Using an analytical solution when possible is shown to produce small error results
as well as high sparseness for both SNMF and WSNMF.
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